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About This Game

An evil force has launched an invasion over the Omios star. Only you, the most skilled and deadly pilot in the galaxy, can face
the dreadful menace of the Meroptians, bio-mechanical creatures set in a ruthless war of conquest. Equip your ship, select a

route and fight planet by planet against the hordes of Meroptians!

Super Hydorah is a nonlinear horizontal shoot’ em up designed to offer a challenging and memorable experience, sublimating
the wisdom and richness of traditional shmup classics. The game has direct action, nostalgic art and a wide variety of unique

spatial content and situations. It is hours of intense fun, alone or with your friends, to face the menace of the Meroptians aboard
the Delta Lance.
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Easy to learn, damn hard to master!

21 levels divided into 35 sublevels, 35 bosses and more than 100 enemies

Single player, Co-op multiplayer and Robot Chase spin-off mode

Non-linear level layout with route selection

Dangers of different nature in each level (not just bullets)

Weapon selection and power-ups in every mission

Original soundtrack with 60+ tracks

Secrets, multiple endings, achievements and rank system

CRT Monitor effect

If you love unique experiences and handcrafted games, Super Hydorah is made for you!
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Title: Super Hydorah
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Locomalito, Gryzor87, Abylight
Publisher:
Abylight Studios
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2017
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Solid collection. Would\u2019ve been better if the collection included Rondo, SOTN, Curse of Darkness, Lament of Innocence
and Harmony of Despair and removed the crappy GB games. Otherwise a good purchase for Castlevania fans.. Never even
considered playing space games before, was introduced to Star citizen and was very disappointed but it left me hungry for a
decent space game, Elite dangerous filled that void to the point I will never be hungry again. Just buy it, some very exciting
updates to come and there is plenty to do in the meantime. Its simply the best game I have every played but be patient, starting
out in elite is very overwhelming the game doesnt hold your hand, but persevere and you will be hooked. ( They have introduced
a new player experience in a recent update which will help alot).. I bought the pack and was promised x10,000 soul gems, as
advertised, a big majority of what was advertised I had not received. This, is now worth the money.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Something I've realized, in game when you buy the pack you need to activate everything. It would have been smarter in my
opinion if everything already came and the devs told the people where everything is. I like the game, not going to lie.. I love this
already. Have completed the first world and despite dying a few times it's addictive and cute enough to encourage me to keep
trying with regular check points so I don't lose all my progress if I die mid-level (which I hate) unless I lose all my lives. The
levels are straight forward and yet challenging with a few nicely hidden gems throughout. I enjoy the different powers Shu can
use as you progress. It has great game play, pleasant music and the characters are cute! I've missed playing decent enjoyable
platform games with simple yet enticing plot and characters that I actually like and this game ticks all those boxes. This game is
right up your street if platforms are your thing and worth a try even if they're not. ^_^. They played us like a damn fiddles XD.
Want a grand strategy game that doesnt require you to "study" for endless hours how to play it, AND is not so simplistic that it
doesnt feel like a grand strategy game?

Then Making History gold is your ticket!
This game is the perfect balance between simplistic and too complicated.

You get most of the aspects of other GS game, like your economy, industrial production, resources, diplomacy, etc. Just like in
other GS games, but at a much simpler, easier to learn and faster to manage level. Yes, at the cost of some flexibility of course.

About the only negative i can find for this game, is the combat system is a bit over-simplified. Here is mostly about your "attack
value", all armies\/units have an attack value, and battles are mostly decided on who has the highest number. I wish more weight
had been put into tactics, like flanking, encirclements, type of units used, etc. But dont let this mislead you, the strategy and
large scale tactics are still here, just not as detailed as i would like.

Still, its a very fun game to play. I have (and really like) Hearts of iron 4, wich is the one i go to when i want a deep, long (as in
several day to finish a game long) and complex playthru of ww2, but when i want a faster paced (e.g. end ww2 in one night), not
so complex but STILL deep enough game, i come back to Making history Gold.

If you are even remotely interested in Grand Strategy WWII games, dont think about it, just go buy it!

I almost forgot...
Dont make the mistake of buying Making history 2 thinking it will be a modern & better version of this one. Trust me, its
NOT!.
Get this one instead.. Zorbit\u2019s Orbits feels like someone\u2019s first flash game. Jump, shoot, and grapple your way
across spherical alien...structures? I guess? The whole game has a sort of 80s or 90s feel to it, with a \u201ccool guy\u201d
blasting aliens and all.

There are five difficulties, and collectible cogs and rocks. It\u2019s a simple game, and the only gripes I have about it are the
odd default controls (which can be changed) and the somewhat...lackluster grappling mechanic. Jumping is floaty, but
manageable, but if you don\u2019t swing at least a little on a grapple point, you may not make it to the next one.

Zorbit's Orbits is a simple game, and I can't condemn it past the grappling thing. I'm pretty neutral towards it, so decide for
yourself if you want it.. This add on is very difficult and not like the origional game at all. You are forced to have multiple saves
and follow a specific style to be able to complete the missions. Unless you want to do hundreds of restarts until you know
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exactly what is going to happen this DLC is not for you. You could open a room that has a spider spawner in it that will kill all
your creatures no to mention the constant incursions into your dungeons. Not fun anymore!. i was just playin a pasifist nation,
and building robots. then the robots overthrew the organics and i got to pick between playing my organic nation. or play as the
new robots that were organic extinguishers. needless to say i was the robots but then i only had one system with a hell of an army
and just conquared but it was so hard cause like i made my nation so solid for the AI to use. that was the most fun i had in a
while.... then an ancient caretaker was like hey stop all that genocide. and just purged me off the face of the galaxy. solid
10\/10. I have played Charm's previous game FORM and really enjoyed it. I liked it because it reminded me of the mobile and
the PC game The room (Oh hi mark). Recently I found out Charm made Twilight path which I was very excited too play since I
enjoyed FORM so much. This game did not disappoint, it had everything good about the first game and more. I feel the story is
much more enjoyable than FORM's very simple plot. It also had a great ending though it did end on a cliffhanger. The puzzles
were very enjoyable except some I found very frustrating. Some the fortune teller puzzles I found to be too fidgety to be
enjoyable. In the end, I loved this game and I really hope Charm releases more games and that this game gets played more often.
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Shatter is a game taking on one of the older games, Breakout, and reventing it to the 21st century with its new gimmicks such as
able to push and pull the ball or objects, using a special attack to clear out some of the more bothering blocks, or playing on a
circle area.

The game is simple as that. The story is minimalistic, so it's all about the gameplay, which is really good; addicting yet simple.
Going through story mode you do multiple stages at once, and in the end there is a boss you need to fight by getting your ball to
the boss' weakness. After each stage you get points depending how well you did. The point system is probably the bigger one
which makes you want to re-do some of the story stages to get a better hi-score against your friends or globally.

The game also has endless mode as well as co-op mode if you want to play with a friend, though only locally.

The Graphics are actually quite beatiful but simplistic. Even the game runs really well on 60 fps see all explosion effects and
such.

The music is very, very good. Not a single bad music in it. Definitely one of my favourite soundtracks ever.

The gameplay is great however the replayability is a bit so-so. It is a game which you play for a moment, then forget about it for
a while, then when you look at your Steam library and see Shatter, then you pick it up and play again.

I still recommend this game, especially if you can catch it on sale. If you are a fan of old games done anew, this is definitely a
game to play.

+ Gameplay is simple but addicting
+ Music
+ Graphics
+ Runs smoothly

- Low replayability
- Minor story. Firewatch isn't just a game, it's an experience.. VERY GOOD GAME MUCH ENJOYED
. A little buggy but a good game non the less. I'm guessing because of the motion sickness issue (to which thankfully I'm not
prone), there's a shortage of flying games in VR. This one is well done, and well worth the four bucks.
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